REBCO’s Competidor II

The dawn of a new era . . .
when quality and budget meet!
In today’s competitive marketplace, an alternative
entrance is emerging to answer the demand for a
high quality yet inexpensive door. That entrance is
REBCO’s Competidor II.
Don’t be fooled by it’s low price and aesthetically pleasing
narrow stile design. Behind it’s attractive facade, this door
features sturdy tie rod & welded corner construction.
The Competidor II is a basic door system which is available
in bronze and clear anodized versions. It can be ordered with
butts or pivots, with or without framing. The entrance comes
as a basic 3’0” x 7’0” unit ready for 1/4” glazing or optional
1” glazing. To keep your costs as low as possible, the
Competidor II requires some minimal assembly. Rebco will
fabricate minor alterations to the door to
meet your requirements.
When a high performance commercial
door is required, consider ordering
Rebco’s standard narrow, medium or
wide stile entrances.

Consider REBCO’s other
Entrance Door Options –
Narrow, Medium, Wide Stile and . . .
Bi-Folding Doors (Narrow Stile) on Butt Hinges
Multi-Fold Doors are manufactured with REBCO’s triple hinge
system, allowing up to 3 doors on each side to completely open.
It is ideal for the fronts of
stores, produce markets,
auto dealerships and
anywhere you need to
create a wide opening.

FRP Entrances

The FRP Door is ideal for heavy traffic
areas. Inside the scratch and stain resistant
FRP face sheet is an aluminum subframe
and foam core which enable the door to
withstand constant abuse and deﬂect damaging accidental impact and vandalism.
Extra sturdy adjustable pin & barrel hinges
evenly distribute the door’s weight over its
length and contain a hinge guard for door
edge protection. Our aluminum subframe
includes a mid-rail for positive attachment
of exit devices and security hardware, and
our adjustable hinge allows up to 3/4”
adjustment for hard-to-ﬁt existing frames.
At REBCO, bronze and clear ﬁnished doors
are in stock for immediate delivery. Other
ﬁnishes available upon request.

Showroom Entrances
REBCO showroom entrances are
ideal for automobile dealership
applications. They effectively
use the REBCO narrow stile
door system with custom glazing and hardware to achieve
a dramatic yet functional entrance which is large enough to
drive cars onto the showroom
ﬂoor. Complete hardware and
standard push/pull are included
along with a 5” threshold. The
doors are prepped for 1/4” glazing and include one 3’0” or 3’6”
door and one 5’0” creating a wide opening.
At REBCO, we are always ready
to assist you in solving your
most unique problems!
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Top Hung Bi-Folding Doors,
Pacer 450 Series
When a larger opening is needed than
our standard bi-fold doors will allow,
the Pacer 450 can be used. The door units
glide smoothly on our top edge roller system
and are securely held in place with high strength
pivots. For added safety and security, Pacer Series
entrances feature a hook-bolt
lock. Wire back-to-back pull
handles are installed and the
units are set up for 1/4” or 1”
glazing.
Pacer 450 entrances feature
narrow, medium or wide stile
folding and ﬁxed panel conﬁgurations with the same rugged
fully welded construction as our swing doors. In most cases, we
can ship units prehung,
ready to install, with
little or no assembly,
within our standard
lead time.

Pacer 450 Series
Top Hung Sliding Doors
Merchandise is clearly viewed, but secured behind the large
expanse of glass in Rebco’s manual straight sliding door system.
With a top edge roller system and a bottom edge guide, these
units may be used with or without a threshold.
Pacer Series 450 units are a perfect compliment to Rebco’s
standard ﬂush glazed systems: both 2” x 4-1/2” Flush
Glazed System for 1” glazing
and 1-3/4” x 4-1/2” System
for 1/4” glazing. They come
in a variety of styles and conﬁgurations which can include
the addition of transoms and
swing doors. Custom sizes
are our specialty, however,
the standard 4 panel unit ﬁts
into a rough opening of 160”
with a clear opening of 72”.

